Atsg transmission manuals

Become a Member Pricing and membership. Speak with an expert. This "Update Handbook" will
explain each change, the parts affected by the change, and any parts interchangeability
concerns created by the change. Beginning at the start of production for model year , General
Motors introduced a new transmission designated THM 4L65E with many engineering changes.
This unit is found in any vehicle with 5. For the model year the 4L70E was introduced to be used
behind the 6. There is no external way to distinguish the 4L70E from the 4L65E, however, the
vehicle identification tag should have an M70 designation if the vehicle was originally equipped
with a 4L70E. Also included will be the additions the 4L70E transmission received. The 46RE,
47RE and 48RE family of transmissions by the Chrysler Group, are fitted behind a wide variety
of engine sizes, including diesel, and across various vehicle lines. This ATSG Manual covers
transmission assembly, dis-assembly, diagnosis, troubleshooting, and electronic controls and
operation. Note: There have been many engineering changes in this transmission since its
introduction. JavaScript seem to be disabled in your browser. You must have JavaScript
enabled in your browser to utilize the functionality of this website. Enter Member Area
Bookstore Login. Call Us Now My Cart. You have no items in your shopping cart. Search
Catalog. Join Our Monthly Newsletter. In our ATSG monthly newsletter, we provide tips, advice,
and special offers to help grow your transmission business. Popular manuals. Learn More. Also
included will be the additions the 4L70E transmission received Learn More. ATSG also has
available an "Update Handbook" which includes the many changes and is required along with
this manual for a proper overhaul or repair. The 6F35 has two design levels, Generation 1 built
from to and Generation 2 built from to present. It is important for the rebuild technician to pay
close attention to parts differences between Generation 1 and 2. One of the major differences
between the 6F35 and 6T40 applications is computer location. The TCM for the 6T40 is inside
the transmission while 6F35 equipped vehicles are controlled externally. Hydraulic controls are
also different between the 6T40 and 6F35 meaning valve bodies and oil passages will not be the
same. Valve bodies between 6F35 Generation 1 and 2 are also different which indicates the two
are not interchangeable. Solenoid operation and control are also different between 6F35
Generation 1 and 2. In addition, the transmission cooling systems are different between
Generation 1 and 2 and cooler configuration can also be different depending on model. This
manual will show the disassembly and assembly of both the Generation 1 and 2 transmissions
as well as component differences and transmission specifications. This manual is directed
towards the professional transmission technician, all builder notes and cautions should be
adhered to in order to avoid mistakes or personal injury. Dodge, Jeep, Mitsubishi and Nissan all
use a similar continuously variable transmission CVT for their 4 cylinder applications. Most
applications will provide a manual shift mode function for both smooth driving without shift
shock, and enjoyable driving with manual ratio selection. This transmission can be found in the
Navigator, Explorer and Mountaineer, Expedition, F and Mustang. In , with the introduction of
the 6R80 model transmission, changes were made and a low one-way clutch OWC was added to
the transmission. Although there are differences specifically suited for Ford, this manual will
serve nicely when rebuilding a ZF6HP transmission. Solves many other TPS electrical noise
related problems. This is a fully assembled Epoxy Encapsulated unit ready to install. Ford 4R
Transmission found in and up trucks. Covers transmission assembly, dis-assembly, diagnosis,
troubleshooting, and electronic controls and operation Note: There have been many
engineering changes in this transmission since its introduction. Ford E4OD Transmission found
in and up trucks and vans. Content includes transmission assembly, dis-assembly, diagnosis,
and troubleshooting. This style transmission has a governor assembly on the output shaft. All
Rights Reserved. Become a Member Pricing and membership. Speak with an expert. JavaScript
seem to be disabled in your browser. You must have JavaScript enabled in your browser to
utilize the functionality of this website. Enter Member Area Bookstore Login. Call Us Now My
Cart. You have no items in your shopping cart. Search Catalog. Join Our Monthly Newsletter. In
our ATSG monthly newsletter, we provide tips, advice, and special offers to help grow your
transmission business. Factory Manuals. The purpose of this guide is to provide complete
information on the theoretical operating characteristics of this transmision. Operational theories
of the mechanical, hydraulic and electrical components are in a sequential and functional order.
Learn More. Functional description and principals of operation for the ZF 5HP18 unit. This is a
ZF Factory Manual. Functional description and principals of operation for the ZF 5HP19 unit.
Functional description and principals of operation for all models of the ZF 5HP24 unit.
Functional description and principals of operation for the ZF 5HP30 unit. All Rights Reserved.
Become a Member Pricing and membership. Speak with an expert. This ATSG Air Check Book
Manual covers passage identification for the purpose of air checking the bands and clutches of
many domestic and foreign transmissions and transaxles. Note: There have been many
engineering changes in this transmission since its introduction. Covers transaxle assembly,

dis-assembly, diagnosis and troubleshooting Note: There have been many engineering changes
in this transmission since its introduction. ATSG also has available an " Update Handbook "
which includes the many changes and is required along with this manual for a proper overhaul
or repair. This "Update Handbook" will explain each change, the parts affected by the change,
and any parts interchangeability concerns created by the change. Beginning at the start of
production for model year , General Motors introduced a new transmission designated THM
4L65E with many engineering changes. This unit is found in any vehicle with 5. For the model
year the 4L70E was introduced to be used behind the 6. There is no external way to distinguish
the 4L70E from the 4L65E, however, the vehicle identification tag should have an M70
designation if the vehicle was originally equipped with a 4L70E. Also included will be the
additions the 4L70E transmission received. It is also all-wheel drive capable. It was first
introduced in the model year in several different models. It consists primarily of a four element
torque converter, three planetary gear sets, five clutch packs, one mechanical one-way clutch
and a hydraulic pressurization and control system. Three planetary gear sets provide the six
forward gear ratios and reverse. Changing gear ratios is fully automatic and is accomplished
through the use of a Transmission Control Module TCM , that is located within the transmission.
We've also included some tips along the way for special tools and places you can get these
tools to simplify this process! JavaScript seem to be disabled in your browser. You must have
JavaScript enabled in your browser to utilize the functionality of this website. Enter Member
Area Bookstore Login. Call Us Now My Cart. You have no items in your shopping cart. Search
Catalog. Join Our Monthly Newsletter. In our ATSG monthly newsletter, we provide tips, advice,
and special offers to help grow your transmission business. GM Manuals. Learn More. Covers
assembly, dis-assembly, diagnosis, and troubleshooting. Also included will be the additions the
4L70E transmission received Learn More. ATSG also has available an "Update Handbook"
which includes the many changes and is required along with this manual for a proper overhaul
or repair. It features clutch to clutch shifting which provides eight forward and one reverse gear.
It also uses a four element lockup torque converter, four planetary gear sets as well as five
multiple disc and one mechanical clutch set. The 8L90 utilizes an off axis chain drive pump to
maintain fluid volume and operating pressures. The externally located TCM controls the
changing of gear ratios through the use of solenoids and also controls transmission line
pressure through the use of a variable force motor. The TCM will also control converter clutch
operation. Some of those changes are indicated in this manual and some are not. The
transmission in this manual was disassembled and reassembled without all factory tools, if all
factory tools are used, the transmission would be assembled differently than shown in this
manual. For clarity this manual will address the disassembly and assembly procedures for the
8L90 and is intended for use by the professional technician. This transmission contains three
planetary gear sets, three driving friction elements, five holding friction elements one of which
is a servo applied band , two sprags, and a torque converter, which contains a clutch assembly
for increased fuel efficiency. The three planetary gear sets provide five forward speeds and one
reverse speed. The TCM monitors and receives inputs from various electronic sensors, then
uses the information to control shift timing, clutch apply control, line pressure control, and
torque converter
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clutch application. Covers transmission assembly, dis-assembly, diagnosis and
troubleshooting. Covers transaxle assembly dis-assembly, diagnosis and troubleshooting.
Covers transaxle assembly, dis-assembly, diagnosis, and troubleshooting. Covers transmission
assembly dis-assembly diagnosis and troubleshooting. Since the introduction of the THM 4TE
transmission in model year , there have been many major engineering design changes to
improve durability and reliability. This "Update Handbook" will cover preliminary information
and will also explain each change, the parts affected by the change, and any parts
interchangeability concerns created by the change. This manual is a companion manual to the
4TE Blue assembly and disassembly manual and is most helpful during a rebuild. On Mini CD.
GM R4 Transmission Update Handbook covers engineering changes that have occured from to ,
parts affected by the change, interchangability, and part numbers. A must for R4 rebuilders. All
Rights Reserved.

